Visual effect and residence time of artificial tears in dry eye subjects.
The purpose of this investigation was to examine the relationship between the visual effect (VE) and residence time (RT) of artificial tears (ATs) in dry eye subjects. The VEs and RTs were measured after administration of 25 μl of an AT into the inferior fornix of 18 dry eye subjects. The VE was investigated by measuring contrast sensitivity before and after AT administration. The return to baseline sensitivity (RTBS) was taken as the time it took to return to within 1 SD of baseline contrast sensitivity. RT was measured using fluorescent formulations and a scanning fluorometer. No correlation was found between RTBS and RT for a low viscosity (saline-F) and a medium viscosity AT (CMC-F; p>0.05). There was a moderate correlation for a higher viscosity AT (PEG-F; p=0.03). For all solutions, RT was significantly longer than RTBS (p<0.001). There was a significant difference in RTBS between saline-F and PEG-F (p=0.002) but not between saline-F and CMC-F (p=0.87). There was a significant difference in RT between saline-F and both PEG-F and CMC-F (p<0.001 and p=0.018, respectively). No correlation was found between RTBS and RT for saline-F or CMC-F (moderate correlation for PEG-F). These ATs are present on the eye for a significantly longer time than their adverse affect on vision. An ideal AT would result in minimal if any initial blur on instillation while remaining in the eye for an extended period of time.